
Surrender to the Divine Will

TO WILL WHAT THE DIVINE WILLS

Surrender: to will what the Divine wills is the supreme wisdom.

*

To will what God wills — that is the supreme secret.

*

Will one with the Divine will: a condition that triumphs over all
obstacles.

*

Divine Will — the will expressing the highest Truth.

*

Let us do our best in all circumstances, leaving the result to the
Divine’s decision.

20 May 1954

*

We must be satisfied with what the Divine gives us, and do what
He wants us to do without weakness, free from useless ambition.

27 June 1954

*

Whenever there is any difficulty we must always remember that
we are here exclusively to accomplish the Divine’s will.

5 August 1954

*

And when our adhesion to the Divine’s will is total then also our
peace and joy become total.

6 August 1954

*
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Words of the Mother – II

The Divine’s will is that we should be like channels always open,
always more wide, so that His forces may pour their abundance
into the mould.

16 October 1954

*

Our will must always be a perfect expression of the Divine’s will.
17 October 1954

*

Our constant prayer is to understand the Divine’s will and to
live accordingly.

28 October 1954

*

We must lie before the Divine always like a page perfectly blank,
so that the Divine’s will may be inscribed in us without any
difficulty or mixture.

20 November 1954

*

At each moment may our attitude be such that the Divine’s Will
determines our choice so that the Divine may give the direction
to all our life.

22 November 1954

*

We must see only through the Divine’s eyes and act only through
the Divine’s will.

26 November 1954

*

We must know how to depend for everything and in everything
on the Divine. He alone can surmount all difficulties.

29 November 1954

*
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